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SiGeÕSi„001… Stranski-Krastanow islands by liquid-phase epitaxy: Diffuse x-ray scattering versus
growth observations
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Ex situobserved growth stages of LPE-SiGe/Si~001! Stranski-Krastanow islands with a germanium content
of 10% give clear evidence of a rapid shape transition at one third of the final island height. The island shape
changes from a lenslike type without a top facet to truncated pyramids with$111% side facets and an~001! top
facet. High-resolution x-ray diffraction has been applied to islands with higher germanium content of about
30%. Experimental results are compared with respective kinematical scattering simulations based on finite
element calculations for the strain field. From these simulations the three-dimensional germanium composition
profile inside the islands can be extracted and it substantiates a similar growth scenario with a distinct shape
transition at one third of the final island height also for this germanium concentration range. We attribute the
observed finite island size to a distinct nucleation problem at the island bottom caused by exceptional high
strain energy around the island corners in combination with a strain driven wetting layer depression.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.69.075317 PACS number~s!: 68.65.2k, 61.10.2i, 81.15.Lm
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the past decade ambitious efforts have been underta
for the fabrication and investigation of low-dimension
semiconductor structures. As soon as a charge carrier is
tially confined to lateral dimensions smaller than the DeB
glie wavelength the according density of states will dra
cally change with respect to bulk material, which promis
new fascinating electronical and optical properties. In pr
ciple, the confinement can be obtained in one, two, or e
three dimensions. Quantum dots~QD! with zero-dimensional
properties represent the outmost degree of confinement
destinating them for exceptional optoelectronical devices
quantum dot lasers,1 single electron transistors,2 or single
electron memory devices.3

For the fabrication of zero-dimensional structures of h
density along with outstanding degree of uniformity t
Stranki-Krastanow~SK! growth mode4 has been widely used
for different material combinations. The accumulated def
mation energy during heteroepitaxial growth can be partia
relieved by forming three-dimensional dislocation-free
lands on top of a wetting layer because the energy reduc
associated with elastic relaxation exceeds the increase in
face energy.

A purposeful fabrication and application requires a d
tailed understanding of the growth process. Therefore th
is a practical need for precise characterization of morp
logical properties as shape, size, chemical composition,
strain profile. A large variety of direct and indirect metho
have been applied, among them scanning probe techni
as atomic force microscopy~AFM! ~Refs. 5 and 6! and scan-
ning tunneling microscopy. Furthermore scanning elect
microscopy~SEM! as well as transmission electron micro
copy~Ref. 7! can reveal reliable structural properties. Furth
on Raman scattering can provide information concern
composition and strain in free standing and capped islan8
0163-1829/2004/69~7!/075317~7!/$22.50 69 0753
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However, all the direct methods can provide structural inf
mation only for a comparatively limited number of object
Indirect methods are able to compensate this lack in
complementary way, although reliable information regard
a particular individual type will be available only in case
a monodisperse distribution.

High-resolution x-ray diffraction~HRXRD! has been
widely used for strain analysis in QD’s, e.g.,9–16 which con-
firms the important role of interdiffusion as an effective w
of elastic relaxation during growth. Previously, different ge
manium profiles within free standing SiGe SK islands ha
been proposed: a linear increase of germanium for island
a Si~111! substrate,14 a quadratic increase in case of SiG
Si~001! islands17 and a stepped germanium profile.10,18 Re-
cently, Denkeret al.19 have reported on a lateral compositio
profile inside self-assembled SiGe dots on Si~001!. By selec-
tive etching technique the authors observed a strong sili
intermixing in the island corners, whereas the edges, the
land top and the inner part of the island remain germani
rich. Lateral transport governed by three-dimensional str
distribution and local incorporation probabilities have be
discussed in addition as further key parameters for the fi
concentration profile within SK islands.20

In the present paper we will reconstruct how island ev
lution in the system SiGe/Si~001! takes place in detail. We
got evidence for a characteristic growth transition ath/3,
which can be directly interconnected to a certain german
profile depending on the particular growth mode. We co
trace the island evolution by different growth stages only
case of comparatively low germanium contents. Since
lands with a higher lattice mismatch with respect to the s
strate material grow increasingly faster, there is no dir
access to different stages of growth. From HRXRD expe
ments along with various kinematical scattering simulatio
which reveal a certain germanium profile we argue that e
in that case the proposed growth scenario remains the s
©2004 The American Physical Society17-1
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Furthermore we will focus on the rather frequently discus
question why the observed only misfit dependent final isla
size21 keeps finite. We will explain this in terms of a sustai
able nucleation problem at the island bottom along with
wetting layer depression.

The present paper is organized as follows. An introduct
to the simulation procedure will be given in the followin
section. Section III briefly describes sample preparation. S
tion IV refers to the experimental setup and the applied s
tering techniques, whereas in Sec. V concentration pro
revealed by respective simulations will be discussed ve
direct growth observations. Finally, in Sec. VI we w
present our conclusions.

II. THEORY

Kinematical scattering simulations have been perform
in order to evaluate the diffusely scattered intensity patte
Although different groups pursue analytical methods to c
culate the strain field, e.g., within buried22 and freestanding
quantum wires,23 hut clusters,17 QD’s with rotational
symmetry,24 and buried SiGe/Si QD’s neglecting the elas
anisotropy25 there is still a lack of analytical solutions for th
strain field within mesoscopic structures taking into acco
the elastic properties. Alternatively, numerical finite elem
method~FEM! is as a very powerful tool for strain analysi
It has been widely used for mesoscopic structures.7,18,26,27

Island shape and size serve as input parameters for F
calculation28 as well as composition profile, correspondin
lattice parameters and the elastic constantsci jkl for Si12xGex
assuming Vegard’s law.29 Shape and size have been pre
ously determined by direct methods. A wetting layer of co
stant 2 nm thickness has been considered within the F
model. Previous investigations confirm a strong elastic in
action between substrate and island. It has been shown
there is a remarkable influence to the strain profile into
substrate at least down to a depth equivalent to the is
height.30 Thus, according to the concrete geometry of t
investigated islands lateral and vertical dimensions of
entire model are 260 nm and 100 nm, respectively, wh
ensure a realistic elastic behavior. To establish quasiperi
boundary conditions the FEM nodes within the outerm
planes of the substrate have the freedom to exclusively r
within those planes.

Since finite element method is a continuum theory it
mains still impossible to take an atomistic structure of m
soscopic objects correctly into account. Consequently,
have to simplify the model defining FEM cells with typic
dimensions between 5 Å and 50 Å. Usually the grid has
be arranged more dense in areas with high strain energy,
at the interface island/wetting layer and near the edges. I
intermediate step the deformation field has to be interpola
onto a regular grid of a mesh sized which is usually still
larger than an interatomic distance corresponding to su
cells. However, this treatment is only valid under the
sumption that the local displacementuW within a supercell is
negligible with respect to the displacement of the super
itself, thus
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uW ~RW i1rWk!'uW ~RW i !, ~1!

whereRW i is the position of thei th supercell.rWk denotes the
position of thekth atom in the supercell. In general the di
fusely scattered amplitudeAdi f f use can be calculated as
coherent sum over all illuminated scatterers,

Adiffus~qW !}(
i

(
k

$% ideal~RW i1rWk!exp†iqW @~RW i1rWk!

1uW ~RW i1rWk!#‡2% re f~RW i1rWk!exp@ iqW ~RW i1rWk!#%,

~2!

where% re f and% ideal are electron densities of anideal and a
referencelattice, respectively. It has to be noted that most
the intensity has to be treated dynamically. Whereas on
small fraction—the scattering by highly distorted parts of t
crystal—can be calculated kinematically. It was shown31 that
in our case the chemical composition within an island d
facto exclusively enters the diffuse scattering via a cert
strain profileuW (RW ) and not directly by the atomic form am
plitudes. A detailed discussion of this treatment has b
published elsewhere.18

III. SAMPLE PREPARATION

The samples were grown with liquid phase epitaxy~LPE!
using a slide-boat reactor. In contrast to other growth te
niques as molecular beam epitaxy~MBE! or metal organic
chemical vapor deposition LPE operates comparativ
closer to thermodynamical equilibrium. Consequently, LP
grown islands exhibit a similar shape for an extended c
centration range which consists of truncated pyramids w
$111% side facets and an~001! top facet with a nearly con-
stant aspect ratio of island base along@110# to island height
of two.

To ensure a high purity of the epitaxial layers the ent
growth process has to be performed under a pure hydro
atmosphere. In a first step the components Si and Ge
solved in a Bi-solution which will be homogenized for se
eral hours at growth temperature of 973 K to equilibrate
system thermodynamically. Averaged germanium content
9% ~sample shown in Fig. 4! and 30%@for diffuse scattering
see Fig. 5~b!# in the solid phase correspond to germaniu
mol fractions of 0.0046 and 0.0103 in the liquid phase,
spectively. Afterin situ desorption of the natural oxid layer a
930 °C the Si-Ge-Bi solution is brought into contact with t
substrate material. To initialize the growth an oversaturat
was established by choosing a growth temperature up to
below saturation temperature.

IV. EXPERIMENT

Direct imaging techniques as AFM and SEM have be
applied to characterize morphological properties like isla
size and shape. HRXRD and grazing incidence small an
x-ray scattering have been used to get access to inhe
properties as concentration and strain profiles. X-ray sca
ing experiments were performed by using synchrotron rad
7-2
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tion as provided by BW2 station at Hasylab~DESY! using a
monochromatized well collimated beam with an x-ray e
ergy of 8 keV and a typical energy band width ofDl/l
51024. Typical beam spots are 0.5 mm by 2 mm with r
spective beam divergences within and perpendicular the s
tering plane of 50mrad and 200mrad. A linear position sen-
sitive detector with a spatial resolution of 80mm was placed
750 mm behind the sample, whereas the resolution per
dicular to the scattering plane amounts to 431023 Å21.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Island evolution

Elastic lattice relaxation during heteroepitaxial grow
may occur through the transition from a flat surface to
undulated surface. In case of Si12xGex /Si(001) the originat-
ing pattern exhibits preferential directions along the ela
cally soft^100& directions of the cubic diamond lattice. It ha
been shown that during later growth stages separated isl
appear exactly at the crest of the ripple pattern. Thus,
final island positions have been discussed in terms of a rip
pattern.32 However, positional correlation could also b
found in case of high Ge content (x.0.15)—within a con-
centration window without a proof of a ripple pattern.

Since at lower Ge contents a variety of different isla
stages remain at the surface apostgrowthanalysis opens a
detailed morphological view to the island evolution. The
constructed sequence can be subdivided into three m
stages, Fig. 1. At the very beginning initial island stages~a!
arise from a tiny surface undulation by increasingly stee
boundary planes up to an inclination angle of'16.9°, which
nearly corresponds to$115%-type facets (15.8°). During this
first step no top facets are present and the islands exhi
lenslike shape. Once$115% facets are present the islan
shape undergoes a rapid change by forming truncated p
mids with an~001! top facet,$111% side facets, and a qua
dratic base. With respect to the final island heighth the
growth mode alters exactly ath/3. However, this transition
happens as fast as nonintermediate stage could be obse
There are two conceivable scenarios:~i! either the growth
performs by different side facets down to$111% or ~ii ! there
is vertical growth along~001! filling up the volume between
previous$115% and final$111%. In the following section we
will present results clearly indicating path~ii !. At the end of
transition (a⇒b) truncated pyramids with$111% side facets
and an~001! top facet have evolved. It should be mention
that the island base width slightly decreases during this s
Finally—after an~001! facet is present—the growth almo
exclusively takes place vertically. However, there is also
lateral island broadening, whose microscopic nature th
light to the phenomenon of a finite island size.

The characteristic scaling law21 for the final island size
w}x22.03 is frequently discussed in terms of an inverse q
dratic strain dependence. Regions of comparatively h
strain energy tend to be resolved during subsequent gro
and can serve as a monitor of strain distribution. Figur
shows a typical cloverleaflike wetting layer depression in
vicinity of a Si0.9Ge0.1 island, whose particular shape reflec
the fourfold symmetry of the strain energy distribution, s
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Fig. 3~b!. Strain induced wetting layer depression has a
been observed for MBE and other material systems.5,33–36

Figure 4 depicts a fully developed Si0.91Ge0.09 island with a
final aspect ratio island base/height of nearly two. The ima
clearly reveals the microstructure of the^101& edges, which
are made of small$111%-type facets.

Thus, the lateral island dimension still increases after f
mation of a truncated pyramid due to additional$111% slabs.
Because there is no two-dimensional nucleation at$111%
subsequent slabs exclusively nucleate at the island bot
However, they do not grow into spatially complete face
since they stop in the island’s corners at the bottom. FE
calculations predict a strongly enhanced strain energy ne
these corners, see Fig. 3~a!, indicating a reason that th
growth process initially suspends around these points. L
on nucleation will be completely suppressed after a str
induced wetting layer depression. For MBE grown island
has been shown5 that the depth of a wetting layer depressi
linearly scales with island diameter and self-limits after
certain island size is achieved. Taking both, the obser
wetting layer depression and the calculated enhanced s
energy around the island corners, into account the final isl
size can be explained rather in terms of a kinetically cau
nucleation problem than a transport phenomenon. We

FIG. 1. Atomic force micrograph~top! and corresponding heigh
profiles ~bottom! taken on a sample with a comparatively low ge
manium content of 10%. A large variety of different island shap
and sizes has been recognized at special growth conditions
a critical height the shape changes rapidly from a flat lense type~a!
to truncated pyramids~b!. Afterwards the growth happens alon
~001! ~c!.
7-3
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sume that the absence of further nucleation even holds
key argument to a finite SK-island size in case of oth
growth techniques.

B. High-resolution x-ray diffraction

In the preceding section we have proposed a three-
island nucleation process reconstructed fromdirect imaging.
There is a strong indication that at'h/3 the growth mecha-
nism distinctly changes from a rough growth mode~corre-
sponding to lenslike island shapes! towards a faceted on
~truncated pyramids!. In case ofx.0.15 a direct view to
temporary morphological stages gets impossible, becaus
individual island passes extremely fast through subseq
stages, inducing island ensembles of high monodisper

FIG. 2. Atomic force micrograph of a sample containing 10
germanium. Due to high strain energy in the vicinity of an isla
the wetting layer was depressed. Lateral dimension of this dep
sion is in the order of the island size itself.

FIG. 3. Finite element calculation of the strain energy density
vicinity of a Si0.7Ge0.3/Si(001) island,~a! denotes regions of an
increased strain energy density and~b! the typical fourfold symme-
try of the far field.
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However, diffuse x-ray scattering can be applied as an ex
lent tool to reveal structural details of the island evolutio
Since the actual growth mechanism significantly influen
the amount of germanium incorporated a growth scena
could be deduced from a certain concentration profile. F
ther reasons for an inhomogeneous germanium profile co
be an anisotropic incorporation probability, strain depend
lateral transport, and an impact of the actual moment of e
lution, which directly refers to a time-dependent compositi
within the solution. Namely, the last point attracts particu
interest since atomic force micrographs of a sample cont
ing locally different island densities prove a sequential nuc
ation, where the islands appear one after another in ch
along ^100& directions at the end of an already existin
formation.37

We investigated two-dimensional intensity distributio
around symmetrical as well as asymmetrical reciprocal
tice points applying HRXRD. Figure 5~b! shows the mea-
sured intensity distribution around the Si~004! reciprocal lat-
tice point, which will actually appear out of the measur
area~at q00154.628 Å21), whereas the cloud of diffuse in
tensity originates mainly from the scattering at coheren
strained SiGe islands. It contains information regarding
land size and shape as well as strain state, chemical com
sition, and positional correlation.

Lateral ordering satellites nearby the crystal truncat
rod have been observed up to third order indicating a h
degree of island correlation along the^100& direction. The
averaged peak distance ofDq50.0022 Å21 corresponds to
L5285 nm, which coincides with the island-island spaci
within an island chain detected by AFM. The convolutio
theorem states that the diffusely scattered intensity by
ensemble of equivalent objects gets a simple product of
fuse scattering by a single individual times an interferen
function. Thus, regardless of correlation effects, scatter
from an island ensemble can be treated exactly the same
as a single individual scattering process.

As a final outcome of an iterative evaluation process c
sidering various island shapes and concentration profiles
will present two kinematical scattering simulations@Figs.
5~a! and 5~c!# which basically refer to exactly the same i

s-

n

FIG. 4. Scanning electron micrograph of a Si0.91Ge0.09/Si(001)
island. Thê 101&-edges show a pronounced dissection indicating
a suspended nucleation at the island bottom.
7-4
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FIG. 5. Diffusely scattered intensity aroun
004 reflection~a! and~c! kinematical simulations
for different models and~b! respective measure
ment. The strong feature on the right-hand side
~b! is caused by a detector artefact.
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land shape revealed by AFM: a truncated pyramid w
$111% side facets and an~001! top facet with a base width
along @110# and height of 130 nm and 65 nm, respective
However, the considered Ge distributions slightly differ r
garding the two possible scenarios for the microscopical
ture of transition (a⇒b) at h/3 as proposed in the precedin
section.

Since the islands may elastically relax during their evo
tion increasing lattice parameter towards the apex will
favored in general. However, a linear increase of german
concentration could be excluded by comparison with resp
tive simulations indicating a discrete concentration profile
order to prove whether the growth transition (a⇒b) ~the
change from$115% towards$111%-type facets, respectively!
performs similar to the precedingnonfacetedor to the sub-
sequentfacetedgrowth mechanism the particular germaniu
content has been used as a sensitive probe. Both mo
assume a fixed germanium content of 30% withinh>h/3.

The simulation shown in Fig. 5~c! considers a truncate
pyramid of 25% Ge covered by Si0.7Ge0.3—a linear and only
height-dependent germanium gradient, which has been
ready proposed for LPE-SiGe islands.10 However, in the
present paper we compare this with a more sophistica
germanium distribution shown in Fig. 5~a! an embedded
pyramid of 25% within the island bottom surrounded by
Si0.7Ge0.3 matrix. The recently reported three-dimension
concentration profile inside MBE-grown SiGe islands
Si~001! obtained by selective etching technique proves
higher germanium content around the island apex~compared
with that in the island corners! as well.19A priori this particu-
lar distribution does not exclude the two models propo
here because crystal growth from the liquid phase provi
different growth conditions rather close to thermodynam
equilibrium. This leads to—as the most obvious feature
different planar island orientations and correspond
faceting for MBE- and LPE-SiGe islands, which could m
tivate various concentration profiles as well.

Due to the models’ particular inner structure the resp
tive averaged germanium contentsx̄ hold x̄a. x̄c. Conse-
quently, the center of diffuse intensity shifts from arou
q001

a 54.555 Å21 towardsq001
c 54.560 Å21.

In order to avoid any subjectivism when comparing e
periment and respective simulations, a quantitative corr
tion analysis has been used. First of all it is noteworthy
state that simulations due to the finite size of our finite e
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ment models, will be unable to reproduce a narrow crys
truncation rod. Also the ratio between the integrated inten
ties of x-ray scattering from the islands and substrate is
accessible by our calculations. Moreover, the most disti
tive features of the diffuse scattering from islands are loca
apart from the substrate Bragg peak. Therefore, we have
fined a range of interest for the correlation analysis. Tak
into account the symmetry of reciprocal space intensity d
tribution for the 004 reflection with respect to theq001 axis,
we have limited ourselves to a rectangular region defined
q00154.52•••4.56 Å21 andq10050.006•••0.030 Å21.

The correlation coefficients have been calculated acco
ing to the conventional definition,

K~j,h!5
cov~j,h!

AVjAVh
5

E„~h2Eh!~j2Ej!…

AE~h2Eh!2AE~j2Ej!2
, ~3!

wherej andh are the experimental and simulation datase
respectively,cov(h,j) denotes the covariance, and finally
and E are the variance and mathematical expectation va
respectively. Basically, the modulus of the correlation co
ficient K is equal to one in the case of a linear depende
between datasets and is equal to zero in the case of pu
independent datasets. Additionally, the correlation coe
cient, due to the generic properties of mathematical expe
tions, is a noise proof. So, the correlation analysis could
performed on the raw data without any scaling adjustme
In order to reveal the minor features of the reciprocal sp
intensity distribution, intensities should be, naturally, rep
sented in a logarithmic scale. However, the dynamical ra
of the experimental data is rather limited. The weak diffus
scattered intensities are superimposed by a background
tensity, while the simulations are free of this experimen
feature. This fact enforces us to shift the calculated inten
maximum to the experimental one in the region of intere
and to add a smooth experimental background. The gi
procedure was absolutely identical for both island mode
including scaling coefficient and background level. Cor
sponding correlation coefficients were calculated, line
line along theq001 direction in the mentioned range of inte
est. Standard subroutines of two-dimensional interpolat
with averaging overq001 range, and vice versa were use
7-5
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Finally, we obtainedK values of 0.84 for the model in Fig
5~c! and a distinctly smaller value of 0.60 for the model
Fig. 5~a!.

This difference is mainly caused by regions atq001
smaller than 4.54 Å21, which are comparatively far awa
from diffuse maxima, and are sensitive for the particu
three-dimensional germanium distribution. For these regi
alone the correspondingK values are 0.78@Fig. 5~c!# and
0.32 @Fig. 5~a!#. This result indicates a growth mode for th
transition (a⇒b), which is rather similar to the growth via
different side facets up to$115%.

In order to estimate the absolute accuracy of our treatm
two-dimensional reciprocal space maps~RSM! based on ob-
jects similar to model Fig. 5~c! have been calculated, how
ever, taking into account slightly different germanium co
tents. The final intensity distribution arising from a cohere
summation of various RSM’s shows a significant chan
with respect to the measured distribution only in case
absolute germanium content changes more than61%. Thus,
there is no indication to a concentration spread along dif
ent islands within the island ensemble.

VI. CONCLUSION

LPE grown self-organized Si12xGex /Si(001) islands have
been investigated by means of direct imaging technique
well as diffuse x-ray scattering.

Scanning electron micrographs address the well-kno
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phenomenon of a finite island size during SK-growth mo
to a twofold nucleation problem at the island bottom:~i!
areas of exceptional high strain energy in vicinity of the
land corners predicted by FEM calculations acts as a lat
nucleation barrier for the outmost$111%-type slabs, and fi-
nally, ~ii ! a strain driven wetting layer depression complete
prevents ongoing nucleation at the island bottom.

Various growth stages observed byex situAFM at germa-
nium contents below 15% reveal a three-step island nu
ation process, wherein the island shape undergoes a sig
cant change at one third of the final height from a lensl
type towards facetted islands. Since the incorporated ger
nium content probes the particular growth mode we app
HRXRD along with kinematical scattering simulations
samples where temporary growth stages could not be
served. From a discrete concentration change at exactlyh/3
we conclude that the proposed island nucleation process
mains the same even in case of higher concentrations.
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